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Malthusians on the March—They Are Coming For You

Just as everyone is beginning to put aside 'viral threat' to get back to going about their 
lives, the WHO (World Health 'Ogres'), is hard-at-it, making an end-run around the US 
Constitution. At Davos, backed by 'so-called' Biden Amendments, which for now have 
been dealt a defeat by a coalition of nations (many African), opposing what the WHO 
terms a 'treaty', but in reality is a plan to transfer national sovereignty to 'globalism'. 

The treaty would give global control over to WHO dictates, lockdowns, etcetera. This 
is the same WHO that over the past three years has been complicit and responsible for 
failed policies resulting in human suffering and death—rendering the WHO like some 
US intelligence heads that, once exposed for lying, get promoted rather than punished.

Hopefully this treaty will not be brought into law because if so, even in a 'watered-
down' version, it brings with it an ugly consequence for the US. The Constitution sets a 
hierarchy, giving treaties the same status as laws passed by Congress, prompting seri-
ous speculation that a treaty such as this would, by law, subordinate 'state's rights' to 
WHO dictates and mandates. Consequently, the Biden Administration could give over 
national sovereignty to a global hierarchy, stripping power from the Feds, and states.

Beginning today, I will both email, and post articles at: neverhadaboss.com. I had 
stopped posting because a website gives more access to 'authorities'—than an email 
list. But, with rights more at risk each day, I would rather take my chances. That said, 
I'm not a doctor, but a researcher, and what I'm about to lay-out here is what I have 
gleaned this week from podcasts with esteemed virologists and epidemiologists.  

Concerning the injections, why did Pfizer require 75 years to release documents that 
could have been released over weeks? Begin with: There is no immunity for Pharma 
where there is negligence or fraud. Mainstream reported few 'adverse reactions' 
caused by the 'jabs', and described VAERS as unreliable. Data from the UK and Ger-
many substantiates VAERS data—German reports 1/100 injected are 'vaccine injured'.  

There has never been this amount of 'adverse reactions' to vaccines (this is not a 
vaccine—mRNA gene therapy), as with these therapies. Vaccines that cause harm are 
pulled after 50/100 adverse reactions, not 100,000 or a million. And what about autop-
sies? Dr. Ryan Cole says we should have tens of thousands and instead we have a 
couple hundred. Why is that? According to Dr. Cole, Fauci saw them as un-necessary.

How do autopsies work? Except in a few mysterious cases they find the cause of 



death. How many died because no autopsies were performed? Cole tells us there was 
money to burn up bodies but none for autopsies. What would autopsies have shown?

When Parma knows a product is killing people and okays it—is that manslaughter?  
As for informed consent: The Pfizer safety study to okay 'jabs' for pregnant women fol-
lowed 42 pregnant French rats for 44 days—none of which they allowed to give birth 
(Dr. Cole). Based on that study they recommended pregnant women get the 'jabs'. In a 
subsequent study, Dr. Cole reports that 270 women became pregnant and Pfizer lost 
the results for 230 of the women. But, of the remaining women, 36 gave birth, and 28 
of those babies died. That would mean 77.77 percent of the babies died. Pfizer knew?

When information such as this is known, but not disclosed, there can be no 'informed 
consent', which is required for the administration of 'an emergency use' product. 

The vehicle used to carry the 'vaccine' has to do with 'lipid nano particle, mRNA 
technology' (Dr. Cole), and was known to not stay in the deltoid. Instead, it was de-
signed to be able to get into the brain, to get drugs past the brain 'blood barrier' as a 
'last ditch effort' to deal with untreatable brain cancers. If Pfizer knew the 'spike protein' 
would find its way into every part of the body, then they also knew that 'petroleum distil-
late' in the 'jabs' (Dr. Cole), would pass blood barriers and find its way into the embryo.

Now, there is a reported global, baby die-off. Has that been reported on CNN? Along 
with injecting pregnant women, little children and babies, what about recommendations 
and conditions of employment, mandating those recovered from infection get 'injec-
tions'? 2 to 4 times the adverse reactions are being reported, after having a 'shot', post 
recovery from infection. There's earlier footage of Fauci advising that the best immunity 
from a virus is natural immunity from having recovered. But not for this one—instead 
insipid comments about not being sure how long natural immunity would last—when 
they knew any benefit from 'jabs' would be short-lived, and would require ongoing jabs.

What about misinformation and obfuscation (that amounted to outright banning) of 
treatments such as ivermectin and hydroxy-chloroquine, that aided in eradicating the 
virus? How many had to die to make 'emergency use jabs' the only treatment option?
 Then this claim: Covid causes myocarditis. An Israeli study shows that Covid causes 
no myocarditis. But we know the 'jabs' cause myocarditis. Although, if one listens to the 
propaganda one would believed that young boys have heart attacks from walking to 
school—it's the norm. And how about CDC misinformation about asymptomatic spread 
of the virus, which led to years of masking children and tests with unverifiable results.

It's reported that emergency-use status gets extended another 90 days to make it 
possible for millions of small children and babies to be okayed to get the 'clot 
shots'—'jabs' that were meant for an infection that virtually disappeared a year and a 
half ago. Is there no end to the horror that human beings are capable of?

The group most hesitant to take the 'shots' is PHDs. Does that suggest the push to 
inject everyone was not a medical decision? What were they protecting us from? Covid 
was much less deadly that the Spanish Flu, and maybe not as potent as the Hong 
Kong, Asian, or SARS—which came and went quickly, killed-off by herd immunity. 

Fauci doubts we will eliminate it completely but hopefully keep it at a low enough 
level that it doesn’t disrupt society—and that courts have no business in this because 
experts decide. In my Constitution there are courts—no experts—but there is treason. 
 I look forward to your email comments. Please suggest that contrarians sign-up for 
my articles, by request, by email: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks for your support.


